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This paper presents a semi-automatic approach for confounding-aware subgroup discovery: Confound-
ing essentially disturbs the measured effect of an association between variables due to the influence of
other parameters that were not considered. The proposed method is embedded into a general subgroup
discovery approach, and provides the means for detecting potentially confounded subgroup patterns,
other unconfounded relations, and/or patterns that are affected by effect-modification. Since there is
no purely automatic test for confounding, the discovered relations are presented to the user in a semi-
automatic approach. Furthermore, we utilize (causal) domain knowledge for improving the results of
the algorithm, since confounding is itself a causal concept. The applicability and benefit of the pre-
sented technique is illustrated by real-world examples from a case-study in the medical domain.

1. Introduction

Subgroup discovery 22,14,16,2 is a powerful approach for explorative and descriptive data
mining for obtaining interesting relations between a specific target (dependent) variable
and usually many explaining (independent) variables describing the respective subgroups.
The interesting subgroups can be defined as subsets of the target population with a (dis-
tributional) unusualness concerning a certain property we are interested in. For example,
the risk of coronary heart disease (target variable) is significantly higher in the subgroup of
smokers with a positive family history than in the general population.

When interpreting and applying the discovered subgroup patterns, it is often necessary
to consider the patterns in a causal context. However, considering an association as having
a causal interpretation can often lead to incorrect results, due to the basic tenet of statistical
analysis that association does not imply causation 6. The estimated effect, i.e., the qual-
ity of the subgroup may be due to associations with other confounding factors that were
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not considered in the quality computation. For instance, the quality of a subgroup may be
confounded by other variables that are associated with the independent variables, and are
a direct cause of the (dependent) target variable. Then, it is necessary to identify potential
confounders, and to estimate their influence on the subgroup–target relation.

Let us assume, for example, that ice cream consumption and murder rates are highly
correlated. However, this does not necessarily mean that ice cream incites murder or that
murder increases the demand for ice cream. Instead, both ice cream and murder rates might
be joint effects of a common cause or confounding factor, namely, hot weather. Confound-
ing factors can provide a significant bias with respect to the discovered patterns, such that
the interestingness of a pattern may be decreased significantly, or the interestingness of a
former non-interesting pattern may be significantly increased. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, the issue of confounding has unfortunately not received much attention in data
mining research so far, while handling confounding is a crucial step for certain domains,
for example, in the medical domain.

In this paper, we propose a semi-automatic approach for confounding-aware subgroup
discovery: We present an algorithm applying an arbitrary subgroup discovery method for
this task. The described automatic method is applied for detecting a set of potentially con-
founded candidate subgroup patterns besides other unconfounded relations, and patterns
affected by effect-modification. Since there is no purely automatic test for confounding,
the discovered candidate relations are presented to the user in a semi-automatic approach:
Then, these can be analyzed in more detail using interactive visual techniques.

Furthermore, we utilize (causal) domain knowledge for improving the results of the
algorithm, since confounding is itself a causal concept: We apply knowledge about causal
relations between attributes that can be incrementally refined: We consider attributes that
are acausal, i.e., have no causes, and attributes that are known to be directly causally related
to other attributes. Additionally, both concepts can be combined. In the medical domain,
for example, a lot of domain knowledge is already available that can be integrated for the
analysis: Certain variables such as Sex, for example, have no causes, and it is known that
subgroup patterns containing these are causal risk factors for certain diseases. The appli-
cable domain knowledge is utilized within the proposed algorithm for confounding-aware
subgroup discovery. It can also be incrementally refined during the interactive analysis task
after the automatic method has been applied, for example, based on new knowledge or
findings. The applicability and benefit of the presented technique is illustrated by examples
from a case-study in the medical domain.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we discuss the background of
subgroup discovery, the concept of confounding, a method for handling confounding,
and related work in Section 2. After that we present the semi-automatic approach for
confounding-aware subgroup discovery in Section 3. Exemplary results of a case study
applying the presented approach in a real-world setting are given in Section 4 using data
from a fielded medical system. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a thorough
discussion of the presented work and presents promising directions for further work.
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2. Background

In this section, we first introduce the necessary notions concerning the used knowledge rep-
resentation, before we define the setting for subgroup discovery. After that, we introduce
the concept of confounding, criteria for its identification, and describe the basic stratifica-
tion technique for analyzing and controlling confounding.

2.1. Basic Definitions

Let ΩA the set of all attributes. For each attribute a ∈ ΩA a range dom(a) of values is
defined; VA is assumed to be the (universal) set of attribute values of the form (a = v),
where a ∈ ΩA is an attribute and v ∈ dom(a) is an assignable value. We consider nominal
attributes only so that numeric attributes need to be discretized accordingly.

Let CB be the case base (data set) containing all available cases (instances): A case
c ∈ CB is given by the n-tuple c = ((a1 = v1), (a2 = v2), . . . , (an = vn)) of n = |ΩA|
attribute values, vi ∈ dom(ai) for each ai.

2.2. Subgroup Discovery

The main application areas of subgroup discovery 22,14,16,2 are exploration and descriptive
induction, to obtain an overview of the relations between a (dependent) target variable and
a set of explaining (independent) variables. As in the MIDOS approach 22, we consider
subgroups that are, for example, as large as possible, and have the most unusual (distribu-
tional) characteristics with respect to the concept of interest given by a binary target vari-
able. Therefore, not necessarily complete relations but also partial relations, i.e., (small)
subgroups with "interesting" characteristics can be sufficient.

Subgroup discovery mainly relies on the subgroup description language, the quality
function, and the search strategy. Often, heuristic methods based on beam-search 16 but
also efficient exhaustive algorithms, for example, the SD-Map algorithm 2, are applied.
The description language specifies the individuals (cases) belonging to the subgroup. For
a common single-relational propositional language a subgroup description can then be de-
fined as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Subgroup Description) A subgroup description sd = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ . . . ∧ el

is defined by the conjunction of a set of l selectors ei = (ai, Vi): Each selector denotes a
selection expression on the domain of an attribute ai ∈ ΩA, Vi ⊆ dom(ai). The function
sd(s) returns the subgroup description of the subgroup s. We define ΩE as the set of all
selectors and Ωsd as the set of all possible subgroup descriptions.

A quality function measures the interestingness of the subgroup and is used to rank
these. Typical quality criteria include the difference in the distribution of the target variable
concerning the subgroup and the general population, and the subgroup size.

Definition 2.2 (Quality Function) Given a particular target variable t ∈ ΩE , a quality
function q : Ωsd × ΩE → R is used in order to evaluate a subgroup description sd ∈ Ωsd,
and to rank the discovered subgroups.
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Several quality functions 22,12,14,16,2 have been proposed, for example, the functions qBT

and qRG:

qBT =
(p− p0) ·

√
n√

p0 · (1− p0)
·
√

N

N − n
, qRG =

p− p0

p0 · (1− p0)
,

where p is the relative frequency of the target variable in the subgroup, p0 is the relative
frequency of the target variable in the total population, N = |CB | is the size of the total
population, and n denotes the size of the subgroup.

In contrast to the quality function qBT (the classic binomial test), the quality function
qRG only compares the target shares of the subgroup and the total population measuring
the relative gain. Therefore, a support threshold TSupp is necessary to discover significant
subgroups, for which n ≥ TSupp .

The result of subgroup discovery is a set of subgroups. Usually the best k subgroups,
and/or the subgroups with a quality above a certain quality threshold are obtained and
returned to the user. Since subgroup discovery methods are not necessarily covering al-
gorithms the discovered subgroups can overlap significantly and their estimated quality
(effect) might be confounded by external variables. Then, these need first to be identified
before they can be adjusted for, in order to obtain an unbiased effect measure.

2.3. The Concept of Confounding

Confounding can be described as a bias in the estimation of the effect of the subgroup on
the target concept due to attributes affecting the target concept that are not contained in the
subgroup description 17. Thus, confounding is caused by a lack of comparability between
subgroup and complementary group due to a difference in the distribution of the target
concept caused by other factors.

An extreme case for confounding is presented by Simpson’s Paradox 21: The (positive)
effect (association) between a given variable X and a variable T is countered by a negative
association given a third factor F , i.e., X and T are negatively correlated in the subpop-
ulations defined by the values of F . For binary variables X,T, F this can be formulated
as

P (T |X) > P (T |¬X) ,

P (T |X,F ) < P (T |¬X,F ) ,

P (T |X,¬F ) < P (T |¬X,¬F ) ,

i.e., the event X increases the probability of T in a given population while it decreases the
probability of T in the subpopulations given by the restrictions on F and ¬F .

For the example shown in Figure 1, let us assume that there is a positive correlation
between the eventX that describes people that do not consume soft drinks and T specifying
the diagnosis diabetes. This association implies that people not consuming soft drinks are
affected more often by diabetes (50% non-soft-drinkers vs. 40% soft-drinkers). However,
this is due to age, if older people (given by F ) consume soft drinks less often than younger
people, and if diabetes occurs more often for older people, inverting the effect.
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Combined T ¬T Rate (T) Restricted on F T ¬T Rate (T) Restricted on ¬F T ¬T Rate (T)

X 25 25 50 50% X 24 16 40 60% X 1 9 10 10%

¬X 20 30 50 40% ¬X 8 2 10 80% ¬X 12 28 40 30%

45 55 100 32 18 50 13 37 50

Fig. 1. Example: Simpson’s Paradox

Criteria for Confounders. There are three criteria 17,18 that must be satisfied for a poten-
tial confounding factor F , given the factors X contained in a subgroup description and a
target concept T :

(1) A confounding factor F must be a cause for the target concept T , for example, an
independent risk factor for a certain disease.

(2) The factor F must be associated/correlated with the subgroup (factors) X .
(3) A confounding factor F must not be affected by the subgroup (factors) X , i.e., if

F is caused by X then F is not considered as a confounder.

However, these criteria are only necessary but not sufficient to identify confounders. If
purely automatic methods are applied for detecting confounding, then such approaches may
label some variables as confounders incorrectly, for example, if the real confounders have
not been measured, or if their contributions cancel out. Thus, user interaction is rather im-
portant for validating confounded relations. Furthermore, the identification of confounding
requires causal knowledge since confounding is itself a causal concept 18.

Effect Modification. Another situation closely related to confounding is given by effect
modification: Then, a third factor F does not necessarily need to be associated with the
subgroup described by the factors X; F can be an additional factor that increases the ef-
fect of X in a certain subpopulation only, pointing to new subgroup descriptions that are
interesting by themselves. Furthermore, both effect modification and confounding can also
occur in combination.

2.4. Handling Confounding using Stratification

One method for controlling confounding factors is given by stratification 17: Then, the
relation that is suspected to be confounded is analyzed in different strata, i.e., restrictions
to partitions of the population given by the individual values of the potential confounder. A
necessary precondition for this method is that the confounding variable satisfies the criteria
defined above in Section 2.3. Then, the influence and impact of the potential confounder
can be estimated.

In the medical domain, for example, typical factors suspected of confounding are given
by the attributes age, gender, or body-mass-index (BMI): Considering the potential con-
founder age, we can split on certain age groups such as age < 50, age 50 − 70, and age
> 70 as the different strata. After that, the stratification method analyzes the subgroup
on the different levels or partitions of the potential confounder, i.e., the subgroup – target
relation is analyzed in the subpopulations given by age < 50, age = 50− 70 and age> 70.
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For the analysis of the influence of the potential confounder, the (crude) association
strength, i.e., the subgroup quality considering the general population is compared to an
adjusted quality considering a weighted sum of the associations restricted to the individ-
ual strata. If the association strength differs comparing the adjusted quality and the crude
quality value, then this is an indication for confounding and/or effect modification. Other-
wise, if the association persists across the different age groups/strata then the confounding
association cannot be proved.

However, if the adjusted quality (within the strata) differs significantly from the crude
association in the whole population, then the factor under consideration is a candidate for
confounding. Furthermore, if the strength of the association differs significantly between
the different strata, then this is a sign for effect modification. To distinguish between these
situations, manual inspection by the user is often necessary. Furthermore, since confound-
ing is a causal-concept dependent on causal domain knowledge, it is reasonable to inspect
the discovered relations interactively. The next section describes a method for confounding-
aware subgroup discovery that integrates an interactive technique for a detailed inspection
of the detected relations that are potentially confounded.

3. Confounding-Aware Subgroup Discovery

In this section, we first describe an algorithm for confounding-aware subgroup discovery
that applies an arbitrary subgroup discovery method both for unstratified and stratified sub-
group discovery. The results of the individual discovery runs are then compared in order to
identify subgroups that are potentially confounded, or that fit the characteristics of effect
modification. Finally, these results can be inspected and validated by the user: This final
step is essential in order to check the obtained results for interestingness and correctness
and to obtain valid and meaningful patterns.

The runtime of the presented automatic method depends significantly on the number of
the considered stratifying attributes and especially on the number of their attribute values
that are used for creating the respective value partitions. Therefore, obtaining a relatively
low number of meaningful and relevant partitions is an important issue in order to constrain
the search space. Furthermore, a lower number of values for an attribute can also help to
mitigate the problem of encountering small case numbers when performing the stratifica-
tion. Then, suitable value partitions can be provided manually, or they can be generated
using domain knowledge. Such generated value partitions can be considered as first pro-
posals for the user and can be refined by the user incrementally, if needed.

In addition to the method for (automatic) confounding-aware subgroup discovery, we
describe an interactive visualization technique for analyzing interesting subgroups in de-
tail, such that the subgroups suspected of either confounding or effect-modification can be
easily inspected by the user. The proposed semi-automatic approach then applies both the
automatic and interactive techniques in an incremental fashion.
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3.1. Automatic Discovery and Analysis

In the following, we describe the automatic approach for confounding-aware subgroup
discovery: It essentially consists of three basic steps that are summarized below:

(1) First, we need to determine the set of potential confounders concerning the given
target variable. We consider both known confounders using domain knowledge,
and candidate attributes that are significantly dependent with the target variable.

(2) A general subgroup discovery step is performed for identifying a set of candidate
subgroups. Next, we apply stratification and perform subgroup discovery on the
respective strata (or partitions) of the total population: In this way, we discover
a set of interesting subgroups for each of the strata. We apply domain know-
ledge that specifies causal relations between domain objects in order to include
all known confounders for the target variable as defaults.
Furthermore, considering the criteria for confounding described in Section 2.3,
we eliminate objects from the search space that (causally) affect the current con-
founder. The unstratified set of subgroups and all subgroups obtained from the
different strata are then ’normalized’, i.e., a subgroup is defined in each of these
sets if it occurs initially in at least one of them.

(3) Finally, we compare the qualities of the non-stratified and the adjusted qualities of
the stratified subgroups for detecting confounding and effect modification.

The algorithm requires a target variable T , the search space given by a set of selec-
tors E, the total population P , and an arbitrary quality function q with a minimum quality
threshold Tq . For certain quality functions we require an additional minimal support thresh-
old TSupp , for example, for the relative gain quality function, cf. Section 2.2. The approach
is shown in Algorithm 1 and explained in more detail below.

3.1.1. Identifying a Set of Potential Confounders (lines 1-3)

In a first step, we select all attributes that are significantly dependent with the target variable
T considering a high user-defined confidence level, for example, using the standard χ-
square test for independence.

We retrieve the set of the relevant attributes based upon the following observations: It
is easy to see that according to the criteria for confounding discussed in Section 2.3, the set
of confounders potentially includes all factors, that are significantly associated/dependent
with the target variable, and also known confounders (risk factors), and/or combinations
of these variables. Known confounders are added because their significance level might be
too low to be included in the significantly dependent confounders. Using causal domain
knowledge, we can also filter the statistically proposed candidates for confounding, and
thus remove those that are not causal for the target variable.
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Algorithm 1 Confounding-Aware Subgroup Discovery
Require: Target Variable T , set of selectors E (search space), total population P ⊆ CB ,

quality function q, minimum quality threshold Tq

1: Select all attributes C ⊆ ΩA that are significantly dependent with the target variable T
according to a specified confidence level

2: If domain knowledge is available: C = C − {a | a ∈ AC , a is not causal for T}
3: If domain knowledge is available:C = C∪{a | a ∈ ΩA, a is known confounder for T}
4: For the search space E, discover a set of subgroups U = {u | quality(u) ≥ Tq}
5: SC = ∅{Potentially confounded subgroups}
6: SE = ∅{Potentially effect-modified subgroups}
7: SCE = ∅{Subgroups potentially affected by confounding and effect-modification}
8: SN = ∅{Subgroups not affected by confounding}
9: for all f ∈ C : do

10: Ef ⊆ E,Ef = {e | e = (f, Ve)}, m = |EC |
11: for each ei ∈ Ef stratify P into subpopulations Pi = {c | c ∈ P, ei(c)}, i = 1 . . .m.
12: for all strata Pi do
13: E′ = {e | e ∈ E, f is not affected by e}
14: For the search space E′, discover a set of subgroups Si = {s | quality(s) ≥ Tq}

restricted to the respective stratum (subpopulation) Pi

15: for all i = 1 . . .m do
16: for all j = 1 . . .m, j 6= i do
17: for all s ∈ Si − Sj do
18: s′ = restrictedTo(Pi , s)
19: Sj = Sj ∪ {s′}{Make Si and Sj compatible}
20: for all s ∈ Si − U do
21: s′ = restrictedTo(P , s)
22: U = U ∪ {s′}{Make U compatible to all Si}
23: for all i = 1 . . .m do
24: for all u ∈ U − Si do
25: if sd(u) is not affected by f then
26: s′ = restrictedTo(Pi , u)
27: Si = Si ∪ {s′}{Make all Si compatible to U}
28: for all u ∈ U do
29: S = {s | s ∈ Si, s = restrictedTo(Pi , u), i = 1 . . .m}
30: if

∣∣relAdjQualityDiff (u, S)
∣∣ > TC then

31: SC = SC ∪ {u}
32: else
33: SN = SN ∪ {u}
34: for all i = 1 . . .m do
35: for all j = 1 . . .m, j 6= i do
36: for all si ∈ Si do
37: if

∣∣relQualityDiff (si, sj)
∣∣ > TE |, where sj = restrictedTo(Pj , si) then

38: SE = SE ∪ {si}
39: SCE = SC ∩ SE , SC = SC − SCE , SE = SE ∩ SN , SN = SN − SE

40: Evaluate the potentially confounded/effect-modified sets of subgroups SC , SE , SEC
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3.1.2. Subgroup Discovery and Stratification (lines 4-26)

For analysis, we consider four sets of subgroups: The set SC includes potentially con-
founded subgroups, that is subgroup for which a confounding factor has been proposed.
Since confounding and effect-modification can also occur together, we exclude the effect-
modified subgroups from SC . Thus, the set SE contains all the subgroups with potential
effect-modification but no confounding, while the set SCE concerning potentially both con-
founding and effect-modification. As shown in line 9, the factors for analysis are processed
subsequently by the algorithm, so the analysis and visualization steps can easily be applied
for the respective subgroup sets focusing on the respective factor(s). Finally, the set SN

contains (non-confounded) subgroups, according to the given factors for analysis C: For
these subgroups, confounding and/or effect-modification could not be proved and they are
thus assumed to be non-confounded and/or effect-modified. If the results seem unclear to
the user, then the inconclusive subgroups can be assessed in incremental fashion.

In the following, we consider the algorithmic steps in more detail: Initially, a general
subgroup discovery step is performed in order to identify a set of candidate subgroups U
that can include both non-confounded and confounded subgroups. In the stratification-loop,
we can first remove all selectors from the search space, that affect the current confounder,
according to the criteria for detecting confounding. This is an optional step requiring causal
domain knowledge; if none is available, then we start with the full set of selectors. In this
case, the interactive evaluation and validation step performed by the user becomes more
important, since then selectors (causally) affecting the confounder could be included in the
considered subgroup descriptions. Such cases need to be eliminated in a post-processing
step afterwards if no appropriate domain knowledge can be applied in order to guarantee
valid results.

For each stratum of the current confounder under consideration, a set of subgroups
with a quality above a minimum quality threshold is obtained. If the quality function re-
quires a minimum support threshold, then we apply this threshold as a relative support
threshold considering the respective size of the applied subpopulation when performing
the stratified subgroup discovery step. This enables a comparable evaluation of the differ-
ent (sub-)populations. Additionally, an absolute (low) minimum support threshold can be
specified, e.g., a threshold of 5, in order to facilitate statistically significant results of the
applied quality functions.

After subgroup discovery has been performed, we consider all pairs of strata subgroups
and normalize the respective sets of subgroups such that the sets are ’compatible’ and con-
tain a subgroup (restricted to the respective stratum), if any other set contains the respective
subgroup. This is performed analogously for the set U and for each stratified set of sub-
groups. This step sets up the infrastructure for the analysis step and ensures that we can
obtain valid subgroup pattern results for each of the strata that are considered in the analy-
sis and evaluation steps below.
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3.1.3. Detecting Confounding and Effect-Modification (lines 27-38)

After all sets of subgroups are compatible, we perform the evaluation and analysis steps
that test for detecting confounding and effect-modification: If the relative adjusted qual-
ity difference (relAdjQualityDiff ) value comparing the (crude) subgroup quality and the
adjusted quality value of the strata subgroups is larger than a certain threshold TC , for ex-
ample, TC = 0.2 then we conclude potential confounding, otherwise no confounding can
be proved.

The adjusted quality adjQuality(S) of a set of stratified subgroups S is then computed
as follows:

adjQuality(S) =
∑
s∈S

|Ps|
|P |

quality(s) ,

where Ps specifies the respective stratum (subpopulation) of the subgroup s, and P speci-
fies the total population.

The relative adjusted quality difference relAdjQualityDiff (u, S) between the (crude)
quality of a subgroup u and its adjusted quality considering the corresponding stratified
subgroups S, is then given by:

relAdjQualityDiff (u, S) =
adjQuality(S)− quality(u)

quality(u)
.

If the relative quality difference (relQualityDiff ) within a pair of strata differs signif-
icantly according to the threshold TE , for example, TE = 0.2 then we can infer effect
modification.

The relative quality difference relQualityDiff between the strata subgroup si and an-
other strata subgroup sj , is then computed as:

relQualityDiff (si, sj) =
quality(si)− quality(sj)

max(quality(si), quality(sj))
.

After the respective sets considering confounding/no effect-modification (SC), effect-
modification/no confounding (SE), and confounding/effect-modification (SCE) have been
generated, they need to be evaluated and validated by the user using the interactive strati-
fication method, as discussed below in Section 3.3. After a confounder has been validated,
the domain knowledge can also be extended incrementally.

The proposed method described in Algorithm 1 can also be iterated for combinations
of confounders and their respective value domains. However, the contribution and impact
of combinations of confounding variables (considering very many factors) is often hard to
estimate and to interpret by the users. In the medical domain, for example, the analysis
is often restricted to combinations of typical confounders such as age, sex, or body-mass-
index (BMI). Additionally, small case numbers observed in the resulting crosstables can
then become a (statistical) problem. In such cases, the further manual inspection and val-
idation of the confounded relations is crucial. A detailed analysis can then be performed
using the visualization techniques described below.
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3.2. Determining Suitable Strata for Stratification

In general, the computational complexity of the described algorithm significantly depends
on the number of strata (value partitions) for each considered confounder. It is easy to see,
that the run-time of the algorithm increases linearly with the number of strata considered
for each confounder in the simple case, and exponentially in the case of combinations
of confounders. Therefore, decreasing the number of strata can significantly increase the
efficiency of the algorithm.

Furthermore, reducing the number of strata that are considered when partitioning also
helps to reduce a common problem for the stratification technique itself, i.e., small case
numbers for the subgroups contained in the different strata. If there are many values in the
domain of a stratification attribute, for example, then this can cause certain strata with very
low or even with no observations of certain values. This can then cause statistical problems
when applying the quality functions.

Due to statistical reasons it is therefore often more appropriate to combine a set of
attribute values contained in a large value domain, in order to obtain a reduced set of strata,
i.e., selection expressions on the value domain of a stratification attribute. Consider the
attribute age, for example: Starting with 8 value partitions < 10, 10−20, 20−30, 30−40,
40−50, 50−60, 60−70, > 70, we can often reduce these to a smaller number, depending
on the domain. For example in the medical domain, often 3 partitions, < 50, 50 − 70,
> 70, are sufficient. Furthermore, such combinations or aggregations of values are often
more understandable for the analyst/user, c.f., Atzmueller et al. 5. Therefore, we propose
an incremental process: We first start with a reduced number of partitions for a coarse
automatic analysis. In a further step, these can then be refined as needed for a more detailed
analysis, depending on the needs of the user.

As a general approach we can apply common discretization methods in order to shrink
the intervals of certain numeric or ordinal attributes, for example, the chi-merge algorithm.
If there are already defined partitions, then we apply these during stratification. Addition-
ally, domain knowledge can be applied, as discussed below.

Using Domain Knowledge. For ordinal attributes, we can also apply domain knowledge,
i.e., abnormality/normality information for determining appropriate splits on the domain of
an attribute. The obtained value partitions can then be considered as proposals for the user
and can be easily refined and adapted incrementally. Using domain knowledge can then
help to obtain an initial setting for the value partitions which is tuned subsequently.

For obtaining the partitions we can apply suitable domain knowledge, i.e., ordinality in-
formation and abnormality/normality information. These are usually easy to acquire from
domain specialists, c.f., Puppe 19, and can be integrated into the system in incremental fash-
ion. In the following, we first describe the knowledge types and discuss their application
for stratification below:

• Ordinality information specifies if the value domain of a nominal attribute can be
ordered, for example, the qualitative attributes age and liver size are ordinal while,
for example, color is not.
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• Abnormality/Normality information is common for diagnostic domains, for ex-
ample, in the medical domain the sets of ’normal’ and ’abnormal’ attribute values
correspond to the expected and unexpected/pathological values, respectively. Each
attribute value is attached with a label specifying a normal or an abnormal state.
Normality information only requires a binary label.

Abnormality information defines several categories, for example, consider the
value range {normal,marginal, high, very high} of the attribute temperature. Nor-
mal and marginal denote normal states of the attribute in contrast to the values
high and very high. These denote abnormal states, in ascending order. For these,
different abnormality categories can then be assigned.

We apply the domain knowledge for determining suitable strata in the following man-
ner: If normality information for ordinal attributes is available, then we split by the normal
value, and obtain a range below the normal, the normal, and a range above the normal value,
resulting in three different partitions for stratification. Using abnormality information we
can obtain further partitions considering the ’lower’ and the ’upper’ partition, by grouping
similar adjacent abnormality categories such that the new ranges have at least a minimum
required size.

3.3. Interactive Evaluation and Analysis

If purely automatic statistical methods are applied for detecting confounding, then such
approaches may label some variables as confounders incorrectly 18: It is easy to see that
confounding variables can potentially blur an association, but cannot be identified if the
confounding variables themselves have not been measured. Furthermore, the contributions
of different confounders can even cancel out their respective effects such that they cannot
be identified using the statistical criteria 17.

In order to account for such potential statistical errors, user interaction is rather impor-
tant when estimating confounding factors, and when evaluating the individual contributions
of potential confounding variables. Essentially, the proposed candidates for confounding
and effect-modification need to be assessed, inspected and checked by the user in order to
obtain valid results. The assessment, i.e., the final decision whether the proposed candidates
are really valid and interesting is the crucial step that needs to be supported by appropriate
tools.

We favor interactive approaches with short feedback-cycles for assessing and testing the
proposed confounding factors: In a semi-automatic approach the presented automatic algo-
rithm can then be used to discover potential confounders that are subsequently presented to
the user for a detailed evaluation and validation. In this respect, a key contribution is pro-
vided by suitable visualization techniques: For potentially confounded subgroups the user
can then perform the stratification step interactively, supported for example, by line charts
that show the distribution of the target variable within the respective strata and within the
subgroups contained in these. Examples from the medical domain of sonography (see case
study described in Section 4) are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Detailed stratification view on the subgroup Fatty liver=probable for the target variable Gallstones strat-
ified by the attribute Age for the strata: < 50, 50− 70, > 70. This screenshot shows both confounding and effect
modification.

The top of the figures shows a graph displaying the positive predictive value (p), i.e.,
the target share or the precision, of the target variable of the subgroup (in red color) and
the target share considering the respective population (in blue color) in the different strata
determined by the stratification variable. Using the given line charts the user can already
get a comprehensive first view on the stratified relation of interest.

A detailed view of the stratification is given by the numbers contained in the table at
the bottom of the figures. There, the stratification parameters are given that also contain
the positive predictive value (p), the quality of the subgroup (Quality), the subgroup (SG
Size) and the (sub-)population size (Population), and the true positives (TP), false positives
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Fig. 3. Detailed stratification view on the subgroup Fatty liver=probable for the target variable Gallstones strati-
fied by the attribute Body-Mass-Index (BMI) for the strata: Adipositas, Normal weight, Underweight. This screen-
shot shows confounding and considerable effect-modification with respect to the right most value ’Underweight’
(’Untergewicht’).

(FP), false negatives (FN), and true negatives (TN) of the subgroups. The stratification
plot gives an impression of the relations restricted to the individual strata and can be used
for further analyzing confounding or effect modification. Then, a detailed analysis can
be performed by the user considering the statistical parameters. As shown in Figure 2 and
Figure 3 deviations corresponding to effect modification and confounding are easy to assess
by the user, since the graphs visualize these deviations and their trends directly.
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3.4. Related Work

In the general context of data mining and knowledge discovery, the topic of detecting
confounding and effect-modification has unfortunately not received much attention so far,
while it is a very important and relevant issue 10.

The analysis of confounding and effect modification can be regarded as a subfield of the
general issue of attribute interaction, which has also been largely neglected in data mining
research so far 9: Taking into the account the actual interactions between a set of attributes
during the discovery and the analysis step can help to significantly increase the interest-
ingness of the data mining results. The analysis of confounding and effect-modification
especially takes into account both the causal interactions and their impact on the effect
measure. Therefore, it is also well suited for detecting surprising and thus interesting pat-
terns. Furthermore, patterns that were supposedly interesting, but only due to the influence
of a confounding variable, can then be excluded from further consideration. This increases
the operationability and actionability 15 of the patterns, since they are not interesting ac-
cording to objective interestingness measures but they can be put into action fulfilling the
subjective interestingness measures of their potential users.

In the context of data mining a related approach described by Fabris and Freitas 7,8

considers the analysis of Simpson’s paradox. Fabris and Freitas focus on the identification
of interesting patterns, which is also a goal of the presented approach. However, the pre-
sented approach is more general since we do not only consider subgroups that fit into the
Simpson’s paradox pattern, but we consider the general situation of confounding, for which
Simpson’s paradox is only a special case. Additionally, we also consider the related issue
of effect-modification that is often detected in conjunction with confounding. Then, both
phenomena can be analyzed separately in detail. Especially effect-modification is not cap-
tured by the definition of Simpson’s paradox and can therefore not be detected directly in
those approaches focusing on identifying cases of Simpson’s paradox.

Methods for causal subgroup analysis 13 as described by Atzmueller and Puppe 3,4 can
also help to identify potentially confounded relations. The presented approach transcends
methods that focus on detecting purely causal relations, since it identifies the contributions
of the individual confounders. However, techniques for causal discovery that construct a
partial causal network of the domain 3,4 can serve as an additional tool for the interactive
detection of confounded relations.These methods mainly rely on constraint-based methods
for causal analysis 6,20 that are computationally quite feasible.

In combination both approaches could potentially complement each other: An extended
visualization approach can consider a set of potentially confounded patterns by multiple
visualizations: The presented interactive visualizations for stratification, for example, can
be directly applied and they can also be supplemented by visualizations for causal analysis
that cover a broader spectrum of attributes. However, for the analysis of confounding the
presented approach is sufficient since the factors for confounding and/or effect modification
can be suitably extracted. The methods for causal analysis could then put these in relation to
each other for a extended view on the factors, if that is not already captured by the applied
background knowledge.
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4. Case Study – Examples

We use cases taken from the SONOCONSULT system 11 – a medical documentation and
consultation system for sonography. The system is in routine use, for example, in the DRK-
hospital in Berlin/Köpenick and documents an average of about 350 cases per month. These
cases are detailed descriptions of findings of the examination(s), together with the inferred
diagnoses (binary attributes). The derived diagnoses are usually correct as shown in a med-
ical evaluation 11, resulting in a high-quality case base with highly accurate and detailed
case descriptions.

The domain ontology of SONOCONSULT contains about 400 basic attributes with about
5 nominal attribute values on average, about 70 clinicaly relevant diagnoses, which are
inferred by rules and additional intermediate diagnostic concepts (i.e., finding abstractions
and course diagnoses). So, the potential search space considering all possible attributes
contained in the knowledge base is quite large. However, it is usually quite easy to extract
meaningful subsets of the attributes, since a lot of domain knowledge is available in the
medical domain, and the set of attributes can usually be constrained 5 depending on the
concrete analysis goals of the user.

The experiments were performed using the VIKAMINE system 1 implementing the
presented approach; we applied part of the SONOCONSULT case base containing about
8600 cases. For subgroup discovery the fast and effective SD-Map algorithm 2 was applied.
During the experiments we utilized the relative gain quality function (cf. Section 2.2) for
estimating the quality of the respective subgroups. The respective analysis sketched below
focused on the effects of certain factors, e.g., fatty liver, or aorta sclerosis on the diagnosis
gall stones.

In the following, we provide some real-world examples shown in Table 4 for the ex-
emplary target variable (diagnosis) Gallstones=probable. The subgroups were stratified
by the attribute Sex: In the medical domain, this attribute is a common causal factor for
several diagnoses, and also for the target variable (diagnosis) for this analysis, i.e., Gall-
stones=probable. While the given examples are quite simple to interpret and to understand,
they are nevertheless relevant for the clinical context.

Quality
No. Subgroup Description Crude Adjusted Sex=male Sex=female
1 Cirrhosis of the liver=probable 0.15 0.19 0.2 0.19
2 Chronic Renal Failure=established 0.32 0.15 0.03 0.26
3 Fatty liver = possible 0.64 0.49 0.1 0.85

AND Aorta sclerosis=calcifying
4 Age≥ 70 0.24 0.23 0.28 0.18
5 Aorta sclerosis=calcifying 0.3 0.24 0.1 0.37
6 Cirrhosis of the liver=probable 0.49 0.71 0.19 1.2

AND Fatty liver = possible
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Subgroup #1 is an example for confounding, but no effect modification, since the sub-
group qualities within the strata are almost equal. The subgroups #2 and #3 and #6 are
examples for both confounding and effect modification: There is a significant difference
between the crude and the adjusted quality, and the selector sex=female significantly in-
creases the risk for gallstones in the respective subgroups.

In contrast, subgroup #4 is an example for no confounding, but effect modification: The
adjusted quality does not differ from the crude (unstratified) quality, but sex=male is much
more indicative for the target variable.

Finally, subgroup #5 is a subgroup for a borderline case that is affected by effect modifi-
cation, but is just on the threshold-given ’border’ for confounding: Since we used a thresh-
old (TC = 0.2) the subgroup was not marked as being potentially confounded; nevertheless,
we can observe effect-modification considering the different strata. Determining appropri-
ate thresholds needs to be performed by the user - either experimentally or based on expe-
rience. However, the applied threshold (TC = 0.2) seems to be a good default parameter
setting.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a semi-automatic approach for confounding-aware sub-
group discovery. We favor an interactive semi-automatic approach since there is no purely
automatic test for confounding 18. We presented an algorithm providing the means for de-
tecting both potentially confounded subgroup patterns and other unconfounded relations.

Furthermore, we have shown how to utilize (causal) domain knowledge for improving
the results of the algorithm, since confounding is itself a causal concept. Integrating do-
main knowledge is an important step in order to obtain valid and interesting results. The
presented approach allows for an intuitive specification and refinement of the applied do-
main knowledge. The applicability and benefit of the presented approach were illustrated
by examples from a case-study using data from a fielded system in the medical domain.

In the future, we are planning to consider further domain knowledge for causal analysis.
Another promising option for future work is given by specialized interestingness measures
for an extended evaluation of the confounded relations.
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